Heartland Shopping

GOES DIGITAL
WITH THE NEWLY LAUNCHED SHOPPERLINK AND RETAILERLINK APPS,
HEARTLAND SHOPPING IS NOW MORE INTERACTIVE AND REWARDING
FOR BOTH CONSUMERS AND BUSINESS OWNERS.
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Online shopping is great,
especially during a pandemic,
when it has become a
necessity for some and a
preferred form of retail
therapy for others.
HDB has launched a pair
of mobile applications,
RetailerLink and ShopperLink,
which help HDB retailers
go digital and provide
shoppers with an enhanced
shopping experience.
Developed in response to
feedback from heartland shop
owners, both RetailerLink
and ShopperLink aim to
revitalise the heartland
shopping experience, so that
retailers can remain relevant
and attractive to shoppers.
As part of a pilot initiative,
RetailerLink and ShopperLink
were rolled out in December
2020 and January 2021
respectively at Oasis Terraces
in Punggol (see page 8). All
shops at the Neighbourhood
Centre have signed up to be a
part of this initiative.
The benefits are not just for
Punggol residents. Plans are
under way to expand the
apps’ coverage to other HDB
shopping complexes, such
as Buangkok Square and
Canberra Plaza.
Here are some of the
most exciting features of
the two apps:
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ShopperLink:
for shoppers

RetailerLink:
for retailers

First dibs
From promotions to new
product launches and retail
events, shoppers will have the
latest updates at their fingertips.
Users can also bookmark their
favourite shops so they don’t
miss out on the best deals.

Digital showcase
The easy-to-use interface allows
retailers to showcase their
product offerings as well as
latest promotions and launches
to a wide audience.

Sneak previews
This nifty feature allows users to
view the products and services
available in a shop before visiting
it, thus saving time by ensuring
that the item or service they
need is available.
Rewards programme
For frequent shoppers, there
are attractive perks up for
grabs! These include gift
redemptions and rewards,
such as parking credits.
Instant support
Want to ask if your favourite
beautician is working today?
Or are you planning to make
a reservation for your family
dinner? You can do so with the
live chat function, where a user
can interact directly with retailers.

Live customer support
Similar to ShopperLink, there is
a live chat function so retailers
can engage shoppers directly and
respond to their queries almost
instantly. With this feature,
retailers can build rapport with
their customers.
One-stop app
New functionalities, such as
e-services for lease and tenancy
management, and booking
of mall event spaces, will be
progressively added to the
RetailerLink app to support the
needs of retailers.
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ShopperLink can be downloaded for free
on Google Play and Apple’s App Store.
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